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puzzles, oms somewhere in the middle of the room. This

says that he has estimated that various combinations of the abilities,o

qualities, and potentialities that people had, the number of possibilities

Vt& ntOf-of- billions.., more than the number of individuals who have lived

upon this earth. So that every one of us is an individual. .' out of CAJA

puzzle somewhere in the middle of the room... (2.75)

tie re is a little color in it. You can only tell what other people mm might
t.

-s±t next to it. You cannot tell it. The only thing that you can

14 oe or9o 1T iei4
tell is what might possibly happen. Whenl , you put it there,

then there is... possibilities that others do not recognize .... Thus

st'
everyone is ç( a different Thus no one knows how he may develop,

ai to it,
depending on what others are connected,/and what possibilities there are to be

No one of us can
opened up. So, we--enet say that this is a one-talent man and this is five

talent man. Or He is a ten talent man. We do not know because the potentialities

vary so with different individuals. So we cannot tell how the Lord will enabtesle

us 4e- to develop into different directions. But we know that every one of

us ae- has talent, ability, and possibility that we have no idea of. More

than that, we know that in our life we will run into circumstances that we cannot

possibly "ta4ce, and potentialities and talents.., you may be fifteen

years from now. How that exactly fits in a certain situation in future which may

develop and will enale enable you to accomplish that which in a way you will

never can dream of. So we are told that- in this parable that each of them

tremendously varies w-i-th e as to our potentiality, and our Lord in a F,& very

\-ece \
real sensed is i' now-heacig our hearts, He is belssing us, He is leading us.

He is directing.us. There is another sense in which He has and
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